SUB-CONFLICT RELATIONS

HIGH FREQUENCY CONFLICT LOCATIONS (SOHR)
15 or more incidents per month
Colour codes in the map refer to the sub-conflict diagram, left

MAY IN NUMBERS

- **440,000** People in Need in besieged locations (OCHA 05/2015)
- **4.8 million** People in Need in hard-to-reach areas (OCHA 05/2015)
- **1,338** Civilian casualties (SOHR May)
- **6,035** Total Casualties (SOHR May)
- **941** Airstrikes 881 SAF, 60 Coalition (SOHR May)
- **763** Barrel Bomb attacks (SOHR May)

CIVILIAN DEATHS (SOHR)

**1 MAY**
64 civilians, including 31 children and 19 women, were killed by coalition airstrikes on the Surin town of northeastern rural Aleppo.

**30 MAY**
59 civilians killed by GoS airstrikes on the Al-Bab city.